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FROM THE PRESIDENT

W

ow, what a conference we had! I would like to say that this year’s conference was a lot of fun for me
because of the wide variety of training that was offered and the outstanding quality of the instructors. I
want to personally thank all of the members who attended the conference for supporting the association. Due
to the professionalism of the conference attendees the hotel continues to offer outstanding rates on the meeting
space and hotel rooms. You are the fundamental reason why the directors and officers work so hard throughout
the year to provide you with the highest level of training we can find.
TCHA would like to thank the following individuals for their time to make this exceptional conference training
program possible.
• John Correia, owner and founder of Active Self Protection, who not only provided an informative
		 lecture, but was a very charismatic keynote speaker. This is the first time that I know of in which a
		 keynote speaker attended all of the training classes offered and actively participated.
• Peter J. Hermosa, CEO of Texas & U.S. Law Shield, for their continued support of TCHA.
• Larry Bloomquist, Texas & U.S. Law Shield
• Austin Davis, Virtual Tactical Academy and Texas & U.S. Law Shield
• Bob Rich, Delta Red Training Group
• Aaron Marshall, Guncraft Training Academy
• Jamie LaBarbera, Guncraft Training Academy
• Major Jeffrey Mott, USA (Ret)
• Sheriff Jim Wilson (Ret)
• John Guandolo, UnderstandingtheThreat.com
• The TCHA Board Members & Officers

I would like to thank all of our corporate members and vendors for assisting the association to make this year’s
conference so successful. The association is honored to have your support.
During the members meeting on Saturday, the members of the association elected two new directors, Cheryl
Bunyard and Jamie Kidder. Both of them are eager to take on this responsibility and serve the association
members. I would like to offer my sincere appreciation to outgoing directors Deborah Wardlaw and Bill Titus
for their service and support of this organization.
Additionally, the attending members at the members’ meeting were presented with the Texas Concealed
Handgun Association Possible Name Change survey results and after extensive discussion showed
overwhelming support to change the name of the association from the current name to the Texas Handgun
Association, thus removing the word “Concealed” from the association’s name. The survey showed that 67% of
the responding members favored changing the name of the association and 56.13% was in favor of the “Texas
Handgun Association” name choice. The board subsequently voted at its board meeting to officially change
the name. Please note that the new name will slowly replace the current name as we update all of TCHA’s
publications, correspondence, website, etc.…
It has been a privilege and honor to serve as the president of this fine association for nearly five years and I am
looking forward to serving you all for another year! Finally, I am asking you to let your friends know who we
are and encourage them to become a member of the association.
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The Trigger: To Press or Not to Press?

By Richard Buchfink, Director

Personal Protection is a hot topic today among many people. In today’s civilization, this basic ideal
comes with in-depth scrutiny post-incident. Our Constitutional Right of the Second Amendment
is sacred to many in America. Our rights under The Texas Constitution, Article 1, § 23 as Texans,
Provide those rights under the law, the “Right to Bear Arms” under lawful defense. With these rights
comes responsibility for the individuals who choose to do so.
It is agreeable that education, planning, and the
fight to win attitude will allow us to prevail in most
situations. How many people do you know who have
not fulfilled their responsibilities to carry? How many
people do you know that do not know how to take
action?
Pressing the trigger should be the last thing you want
to do in keeping yourself and or your family safe
unless there is no other alternative. This is easier
said than done. The reality can be daunting in the
aftermath of a self-defense situation or even a school
shooting. You either did it right or wrong. Who decides? The jury chooses for you. Beyond our
responsibilities are our decisions to react. Cognitively our choice has to be correct by making splitsecond decisions.
Unfortunately, epinephrine affects this process and your ability to act, by suppressing muscle
function. To simply your actions, you need to ask yourself these questions. Can I Avoid the
situation? Can I Deny the situation? Can I Defend? These three essential activities can help us to
survive the loss of life, the judicial process and the post-traumatic stresses that may well follow.

Avoid. What is avoid? It means many things to many people. For this article, the definition
is to keep away from, to keep clear of, and to stay away. When you’re under duress, you can lower
your risk by getting away. Immediately ask yourself if you have a way out. Continue to breath. This
keeps your adrenaline from allowing you to be disorientated, confused or even in denial. Gunfire
is gunfire. Not Fireworks. Move away, move away and get out. Being realistic about it helps you
overcome fear, uncertainty and keeping your decision-making process going. If you can not avoid
the situation, then you need to move onto Deny.

Deny. What is Deny? The definition is not to allow. Allow what? When talking about this
subject to others, they may forget about their alternatives. If an actor is in the immediate area and
you cannot get away, you can barricade or lock doors, disorient the actor by throwing things at
them, or even prepare to ambush the attacker. Denying the perpetrator access and the ability to
harm you allows you more time as well as allowing law enforcement the time needed to respond.
It also shows your deliberate intent of not pressing the trigger. Time allows you to remain in control
and prepare. Preparedness is meaningful when life is at stake. Your willingness to have a firearm
ultimately gives you the ability to adapt to defend if all else fails.
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Defend. What is Defend? In this context, the definition is to ward off attacks, to fight to
protect, or to guard. You have fought hard to avoid and deny. Now you must provide a defense of
yourself and possibly others. In other terms, you are down to your last option. You have continued
your breathing, thus allowing the brain to function and muscles to stay in control. The actor has
gained access, and you are forced to defend. Using Deadly Force comes with limitations in the state
of Texas. You now believe the force was reasonable and deadly force was immediately necessary to
stop the threat.
Personal Protection involves responsibilities such as education, planning and the will to win.
Knowing what to do and take action is extremely important in survival. Ultimately the choice is
yours. Avoid, Deny and Defend are highly recommended actions because the first two actions
prevent loss of life, possible judicial process and the aftermath of the traumatic situation. But let us
not forget it is always better to be prepared in our days ahead to defend as a last resort. It is safe to
say we do not consider ourself killers. It is also safe to say that self-defense cases are relatively rare.
What if you are the exception?

TCHA Corporate Members
Guardian Options, Inc., 3404 W. Illinois Ave., Ste 108, Midland, TX, 79703.
www.guardianpiinc.com, 432-631-3682
Texas Law Shield, 1020 Bay Area Blvd # 220, Houston, TX 77058.
www.texaslawshield.com, 855-478-6607
Texas CHL-LTC Training, LLC., http://www.texaschl-ltctraining.com/
281-615-2545, info@TexasCHL-LTCtraining.com
D3 Weapons Training, d3weaponstraining@gmail.com, www.d3weaponstraining.com, 817-313-1964
For more information on corporate membership, please visit http://txcha.org/membership/ or call 866-516-5117.

2019 Edition, Traveler’s Guide to the
Firearm Laws of the Fifty States. The
definitive book on carrying firearms in the
50 states. Written in plain English by lawyer
J. Scott Kappas. For more information go
to www.gunlawguide.com/about-this-book/.
Order at shop.txcha.org/product-p/50-stateslaws-current.htm.
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Protecting Your Family: A Smart Parent’s Guide to Self Defense and Concealed
Carry (CCW) by Ammo.com [Part I of II]
Parenting comes with a lot of hard
decisions. From bottle or breastfeeding
to public or private schools, it can feel
like every decision you’re faced with will
make or break your child. And when it
comes to protecting and defending your
family, the decisions get even tougher.
In the United States of America, the
Second Amendment ensures your
natural right to defend your family with
the use of firearms. Yet some argue that
keeping guns around children puts them
at a greater risk than it protects them. This is why, for many, making the decision to keep guns
in the home is a big one. Because while it allows you an incomparable defense option, it could
also lead to your child’s little hands on a deadly weapon.
Remember, you are responsible for the safety and well-being of your children. And since guns
are found in more than one-third of all American households – even if your family doesn’t have
them, chances are your child will visit a house that does. One way or another, kids learn about
firearms. It’s your responsibility to make sure you’re the one teaching them.
Demystifying Firearms
One of the reasons kids are drawn to firearms is the same reason they’re drawn to drugs,
alcohol, and séx – because it’s taboo. That’s why demystifying guns is a necessary feat, for both
parents who keep guns and especially for those who don’t.
When you teach children about guns, when they see you take them apart, clean them, put
them back together, when they learn how they work and what they do – firearms lose their
mystery. They become a tool and a weapon, but are no longer shrouded in the vague
“dangerous and deadly.”
To make this happen, you need to make guns (or at least talking about guns) a part of your
regular routine. These gun talks can’t be isolated events. The message needs to be reinforced
over and over again to take root and to actually become effective when the child’s presented
with a gun situation.
If you’re unsure where to begin, ask your child what he or she knows about guns, and ask if
there are any questions. See what the response is and go from there. Also make sure your child

Cont. on pg. 11
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with Larry Arnold

Question:
I have a question. Does a retired
police officer have to be recertified every so many years?
Like if they retired back in the
early 90s. My 68 year old brother
carries one on his hip most all
the time and says he may have
to shoot someone trying to
scare everyone. It makes him
feel important to scare people.
I received my License to carry
back in 2009 after taking a class.
He hasn’t taken a class and he
says he never has to. He is also
here in Texas. He tells everyone
that he was a police and can
carry one from now on without
a license. Just out of curiosity, is
this correct? He scares me and
others. Kathy F

Employers may not prohibit
employees from securing firearms
in their personal vehicles parked
in a company parking lot.

I hope this helps.

Question:
Can a business prohibit their
employees from lawfully
concealed carry at work? They
don’t have a 30.06 posted at the
door or anywhere else in the
building and this business has
been held up a few times already.
The employee handbook states
that they forbid. Would my son
be breaking the law if he carried
despite their “rule”? He’s been
licensed for a few years now and
he’s afraid to be prosecuted if he
carried anyway. Veronique P.

Answer:

Answer:

The requirements for a retired
law enforcement officer to carry
a firearm are set forth in Texas
Government Code, Section
1701.357. LTC instructors are
only involved in administering
the proficiency test, so for
definitive information you need to
contact the Texas Commission on
Law Enforcement.

I’m not a lawyer, so the following
is not a legal opinion.

I believe the process requires
annual firearms requalification,
and involves photo identification
which must be carried.
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The link to the law is https://
statutes.capitol.texas.gov/Docs/
OC/htm/OC.1701.htm#1701.357

The short answer is yes.
Employers can set any rules
they want to, regarding carrying
with a license to carry on their
premises. There’s no specific
requirement on how they must
notify employees, but inclusion in
an employment policy certainly is
adequate.
Violating a company work policy
is not a criminal offense, so the
penalty would most likely be
termination.
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Question:
I have my concealed licenses, is
there another license I can get
to carry in any business, (banks,
convenience stores, schools) that
I can get? I prefer having my
weapon with me 24/7.
Also, is it legal to have an ID
badge that says Concealed
carrier? Thank you for your time.
Judy C.

Answer:
I’m presuming you reside in
Texas.
With a Texas license to carry,
or one from a reciprocal state,
you can carry into almost any
business that hasn’t posted a
30.06 or 30.07 sign, including
banks and convenience stores.
You can’t carry into a business
that gets 51 percent of its income
from the sale of alcohol for onpremises consumption, like a
bar. Those businesses should be
posting the 51% sign.
As a visitor to a school (kinder
through high school) you may not
carry on the premises (building
or portion of a building) unless

you have written permission
from the school or are acting
within a written policy, which
is unlikely. Some schools have
authorized certain employees
to carry. There aren’t any other
licenses available, unless you are
an employee of the school and
are commissioned as a School
Marshal.
On many college campuses you
may carry concealed, but not
openly. You may not carry on the
campus of a private college which
has “opted out” and posted 30.06
signs.
There is no law saying you can’t
purchase and carry a “concealed
carry” badge; however we regard
it as a very bad idea. Flashing
any badge, intentionally or
accidentally, can easily give
the impression you are a law

enforcement officer. That’s a
serious mistake at any time, but
particularly during a self-defense
situation. Impersonating an
officer is treated very seriously,
and in some situations can get
you killed.
Your license to carry is more than
adequate to identify yourself to
a law enforcement officer, or the
few other people with a need to
know.
Please let me know if you have
further questions. You may
also want to order one of our
workbooks (http://shop.txcha.
org/product-p/tcha-lessonplan2017wrkbk.htm), which explain
carry law in detail.

Question:
Hello I am active Marine Corps.
and this week I am getting pistol
qualified and was wondering

what steps I have to take to get
my concealed carry before the
age of 21 since I am active duty.
Jacob C.

Answer:
As I understand it, the process
is basically the same as for
everyone else. First, take the
class. Make your application
online. The electronic application
process should step you through
applying, allowing you to claim
active duty status instead of age
21.
At the end of the application
you will print out a checklist of
documents you need to submit
to DPS. One will be your LTC100, the completion certificate
from the class. Another will be
the document that shows you are
active military.
Please let me know if there’s a
problem.

Larry Arnold is a longtime firearm and LTC Instructor. He also serves as TCHA’s Legislative Director and Public
Information Officer. Each quarter Larry provides us with answers to the most interesting questions submitted to our
office.

“Personally, I carry a gun because I’m too young to die and too old to
take an ass whoopin’.”
www.txcha.org
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Members,
For those of you who have email accounts, part of your membership benefits is to receive the
weekly e-newsletter titled “TCHA Weekly Shot”. If you are not receiving this e-newsletter
every Thursday and wish to receive it, please check your Spam or Junk file. It may also help
to add these two email addresses to your contact list: info@txcha.org and journal@txcha.org. If you
still are not receiving the weekly e-newsletter, then please contact me at 866-516-5117.
Mollie C. Clakley, Executive Director

https://ammo.com/i/VmpyUFF5T2NKb1U9c
TCHA Membership has its perks:
Stik N Shoot is a complete magnetic lighting system for rifles,
shotguns, pistols, crossbows, and bows. The first system designed
to be attached with magnets for instant snap-on service and target
acquisition. This is a top of the line gun accessory unlike any
other gun light or hunting light on the market. With promo code
PACKINTX20, a 20% discount is being offered to TCHA members.
Go to https://www.stiknshoot.com/ or call 1-855-399-6969 for more
information.

Check out http://txcha.org/merchandise/vender-discounts/ for more membership perks!
10
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understands certain realities about firearms. To ensure this happens, be sure to discuss the
following:
•
•
•

The difference between toy guns and real guns.
The difference between guns on television and guns in real life.
The devastation and destruction guns can cause.

Talking to your kids about firearms works, but studies show that people without guns in their
home are less likely to regularly do so, and up to 50 percent of non-gun-owning citizens NEVER
talk to their children about guns. These are the kids that don’t understand guns, how they
work, and the real danger playing with guns can create.
Gun Safety Must Come First
Gun safety, especially when it comes to
children, is a big deal. In 1999, 3,385 children
aged 19 and younger were killed by a gun –
including homicides, suicides, and
unintentional injuries. Regardless of your
position on guns and gun control, people can
agree that’s way too many.
One of the main reasons so many children
were killed is because parents, and people
who have children in their homes, aren’t
always practicing safe and secure gun
storage.
In nine percent of homes that contain both children and guns, there is at least one firearm that
is loaded, but not secured. You read that right, unsecured and loaded. That’s nearly one in 10.
And it’s not okay.
If you opt to keep guns in your home, you give yourself the ability to protect those you love the
most. But you’ve got to keep them safe. Here’s how you can achieve both:
•
•
•
•
•

Keep your gun locked and unloaded.
If you feel the need for a loaded weapon at home, keep it on your person.
Store ammunition in a different location.
Keep gun safe keys away from commonly used keys.
Children should not know where guns are stored.

A gun that is unloaded, but has a full magazine beside it in your bedside drawer, is not a secure
gun. Don’t store your firearms this way.
Cont. on pg. 19
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Thoughts on the 2019 TCHA Annual Meeting
By
Chris Bird
As usual, the 2019 Texas Concealed Handgun Association annual meeting at Kerrville was
an opportunity to meet old friends and further our knowledge of self defense. We had presentations
from some of our regulars, Austin Davis on low light fighting and Sheriff Jim Wilson on various
defense handguns. We also had a session on stopping bleeding by retired U.S. Army Major Jeffrey
Mott and a briefing from NRA representative Tara Reilly Mica on the pro- and anti-gun bills in the
Texas State Legislature. There was also the usual shooting at a local range.

Lessons from 18,000 Gunfights

However, I was most impressed by two sessions. The first on the Saturday morning was
put on by John Correia with the attention getting title of: Lessons learned from watching 18,000
gunfights.
No, he hasn’t been present at 18,000 gunfights but has watched them on social media –
mostly on You Tube. He showed more than 20 of them to illustrate the lessons he has learned.
With more and more video cameras tracking our every move when in public, more and more
gunfights are being recorded. Although I abhor the surveillance society, we can learn from the
gunfights recorded whether caught on camera in a store or on a public street.
Correia started watching gunfights on video several years ago in order to improve his
training classes with information based on evidence. He founded his company, Active Self
Protection, in 2011 and posts new videos daily on Facebook and You Tube.
Here are some of his conclusions.
His first lesson is Carry Your Gun. “I have never seen law enforcement show up fast enough
to help who weren’t already on the scene,” he said.
He also quoted Clint Smith, owner of Thunder Ranch shooting school, saying, “Armed
people kill unarmed people with monotonous regularity.”
Correia emphasized the importance of situational awareness in avoiding confrontations and
responding to them effectively.
“So often I see people ignore pre-attack cues and lose initiative and options,” he said.
Once a gunfight becomes inevitable, he warned that about a third of cases he has seen
involve more than one attacker. Training for a fast draw and accurate first shot are essential to
winning because gunfights are won or lost in tenths of a second, he said.
“He who puts the first shot into the meaty bits of the other guy wins,” he added.
Watching the videos that Correia put up on the screen, the thing that impressed me the most
is the speed with which these gunfights start.
Gunfights involving law enforcement officers are different from those involving armed
citizens. In law enforcement gunfights, the officer initiates the confrontation and the gunfight starts
when the law-breaker draws a weapon. It ends with the criminal dead or in custody. However, in a

14
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citizen involved shooting, the perpetrator initiates the contact. The gunfight starts when the armed
citizen produces a weapon and ends when the citizen breaks contact or someone is incapacitated,
Correia explained.
We have all heard the old saying that the average gunfight involves three shots fired in
three seconds at three yards. Correia disputes this and said that according to his research, most
concealed carry gunfights take place between three and seven yards and involve an average of 12
shots fired in five seconds.
Although concealment is not cover in most cases it works in the same way, he said. People
are very reluctant to shoot what they can’t see.
From what he has seen, reloading a gun during a shooting almost never happens. He said it
is more important to carry a trauma kit than a spare magazine. He has never seen an armed citizen
use a backup gun in a gunfight.
He ended by saying the one thing he has learned repeatedly is that a huge number of
people are “woefully, terribly misinformed and uninformed about the legal and moral aspects of
using deadly force.
Correia’s website is www.activeselfprotection.com

The Muslim Threat
The presentation was entitled Understanding The Threat. John Guandolo, a former U.S.
Marine Corp officer and former FBI agent made a compelling case that the Muslim Brotherhood
is trying to take over the United States and subjecting its citizens to Sharia Law. He heads an
organization called Understanding The Threat that tries to educate law enforcement, government
officials and members of the public about the danger posed by the brotherhood to our way of life.
While governments at all levels are fixated on the violence carried out by a small minority of
Muslims, the Muslim Brotherhood is waging “Civilization Jihad” to destroy the United States from
within, Guandolo said.
Documents seized by the FBI in a raid in Virginia in 2004 outline five phases for the take
over of a country and turning it into an Islamic state or caliphate under Sharia law. Phase Five
is seizing power and establishing an Islamic state where Sharia law rules. Under Sharia, every
Muslim is obliged to conduct and support Jihad.
“Warfare against non-believers is the definition of Jihad,” Guandolo said.
Much of the evidence about this conspiracy was exposed as a result of an FBI investigation
and subsequent prosecution in Dallas of the brotherhood affiliated Holy Land Foundation for
Relief and Development (HLF). At the time, HLF was the largest Islamic charity in the U.S. The
organization and its leaders were indicted in 2004 and convicted in 2008 of funneling more
than $12 million to Hamas. While Hamas has been labeled a terrorist organization by the U.S.
government, the Muslim Brotherhood has not.
The Muslim Brotherhood was created in Egypt in 1928 and reached the U.S. in the 1950s. It
has branches in more than 100 countries and has thousands of affiliated organizations in the U.S.
In 1962 it created the Muslim Students Association which now has 600 branches in most American
universities where it recruits members to Islam and Sharia.

www.txcha.org
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In his book, Raising a Jihadi Generation: Understanding the Muslim
Brotherhood Movement in America, Guandolo says that statements made by Muslims
after a jihadi attack must be viewed through a Sharia filter where words such as peace and justice
have different meanings. He gives this example.
When an Imam says: “We are dismayed by the arrest of this young man. We categorically condemn
terrorism, we call for the protection of all innocent people, and we want to see human rights spread
throughout all of America so we can live in peace.”
What this really means is: “We are upset this man was arrested by infidel forces. We
condemn the killing of Muslims without right, we call for your government to protect all Muslims, and
we want to see the world subordinated to Islamic Sharia so we can live in peace under the global
Islamic State in the Dar al Islam.”
It is also important to remember that Islamic law permits believers to lie to unbelievers in
furthering the cause of Islam.
“Islam is not a religion, it is a way of life,” Guandolo said.
Members of Muslim Brotherhood organizations have been quite successful in infiltrating
government at all levels. Wearing suits, they approach officials and offer help as advisors. Assisted
by political correctness and “diversity,” they start affecting government policies. Guandolo said that
Republican leaders such as the late John McCain, Mitch McConnell and Paul Ryan have blinded by
political correctness to the dangers of the brotherhood.
The Council on American Islamic Relations (CAIR) was created by the Muslim Brotherhood
and is the political arm of Hamas in the U.S. It is always quick to respond to any criticism of Islam.
CAIR was an unindicted co-conspirator in the HLF court case in Dallas. It contested this in court but
a judge ruled that the government had provided ample evidence that it should remain mentioned as
an unindicted co-conspirator in the indictment.
Despite protestations by CAIR and other Muslim Brotherhood front organizations that Islam
is a religion of peace, it is not. Sharia law with its barbarian punishments is not compatible with the
U.S. Constitution. Women who commit adultery are stoned to death while anyone who denounces
Allah or the prophet Mohammed is condemned to death usually by beheading.
Guandolo said there are links between the Muslim Brotherhood and the Marxist Antifa
organization. He predicted that some of the violence needed to take over the country will come
from the Antifa.
What can we do to counter this threat to the U.S.? Guandolo says local law enforcement
is “the tip of the spear,” and needs to be educated about the threat and how to deal with it. Most
people in Washington are unaware of the threat so Understanding The Threat aims to educate
them and others.
He can be reached through www.understandingthethreat.com.
About the Author: Chris Bird is a former Texas Concealed Handgun Association president, was a commissioned
officer in the Royal Military Police of the British Army in the 1960’s. Chris has loved shooting handguns and has
participated in national competitions. As a journalist at the San Antonio Express, he was assigned to cover crime and
law enforcement stories. He is a well-known author about concealed handguns and authored and published The
Concealed Handgun Manual (7th Edition). He also wrote Thank God I Had a Gun. He lives in San Antonio, Texas.
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Speed, Accuracy... or Something Else?
By Aaron Marshall, Director

During any substantial discussion of marksmanship in a defensive context, two terms will almost
inevitably come up: speed and accuracy. These two terms spawn a great deal of debate. Everyone agrees,
at least to some degree, that they are both important. But which is more important? Or are they equally
important? How fast is fast enough? How accurate is accurate enough?
Much ink has been spilled, many heated discussions had, and many friendships ended exploring the
answers to these questions. In the competitive world, every scoring mechanism makes some statement about
the answers to these questions, with significant differences from one system to the next. I imagine that these
discussions will go on forever.
For the record, my take on the speed vs. accuracy argument, at least in a defensive setting, is this:

you should fire as fast as you can ensure hits that are likely to cause incapacitation of your
adversary, meaning hits to the upper thoracic area, or to the central nervous system, depending on the

situation. I can contribute little to the discussion that has not been said multiple times elsewhere, and I will
not attempt to add significantly to it here.

Instead, I want to spend the balance of this piece discussing a third aspect of shooting skill that
often is neglected or overlooked. To be sure, speed and accuracy are essential considerations of defensive
marksmanship. But there is a third component that many do not even consider: consistency. I would argue
that consistency is just as important as speed and accuracy when assessing your shooting abilities. In some
ways, you might say it’s more important. If you’re consistent, even if you’re consistently bad, at least you
know your limitations and to quote Clint Eastwood, “a Man’s got to know his limitations.”
Consistency, for the sake of this discussion, is the ability to reach a certain level of performance
with regularity. In other words, it’s what you can do most the time. We all have peaks and valleys in our
performance, so periodically you will have outliers above and below the level of consistency. It doesn’t mean
you can do it every time... but almost every time.
Consistency is what you “can” do. It’s what you can count on. I would argue consistency means being
able to do something 80% of the time or more. Every one of us has a natural tendency to measure ourselves
by our peaks. We love to quit while we’re ahead, end on a high note. But this neglects the very important
aspect of consistency. It’s not about what you did once, when you were at your peak. It’s about what you can
do at a moment’s notice, without warming up, and indeed probably without warning. If you tell yourself that
you “can” do something because you did it once or twice, you’re only cheating yourself.
Consistency is vital when it comes to self-defense shooting. There are only two ways your skills will
win out over those of a deadly attacker: you can be consistent, or you can be lucky. If you are not consistent in
your performance, yet still believe you have what it takes to win a gunfight, you are really hoping that you’ll
get lucky when the critical moment arrives. You assume that you’ll perform at your very best, that you’ll rise
to the occasion. But a life-threatening encounter does not lend itself to performing at your best. In fact,
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the opposite is true. You’re generally only going to perform about half as well in a gunfight as you do on the
range. So, you must train to the point where half as good is still good enough to win.
It goes without saying that in a life-or-death situation, there are no second chances, no do-overs. You
need to have the confidence of knowing that, when the chips are down, you have the ability to perform. How
can you build this necessary level of consistency in your shooting?
To begin, you must understand the relationship between consistency, speed, and accuracy. In general,
there is a reverse relationship between consistency, and speed or accuracy. For instance, the faster you shoot,
the less consistent you become. The more accuracy the shot you are attempting requires, the less likely you
are to make the hit consistently. Therefore, consistency means being able to shoot at a certain speed while
attaining a certain level of accuracy, majority of the time. Again, 80% of the time is a good rough benchmark.
You need to practice consistency, in the same way that you would practice building speed and
accuracy. If you’re not practicing with your defensive weapon at least twice a week, start now, even if you’re
only doing dry practice. You’ll need to apply diligence and attention to detail to your training and practice.
Strive to perform each repetition of practice perfectly, by doing it the same way each time. Have the discipline
to slow yourself down when you start getting sloppy. Find the level of speed and accuracy that you can attain
consistently and use that as your baseline. Gradually start increasing your speed and the level of accuracy
required until you find your limit. Having a coach or shooting partner, who can watch you and help you
identify errors or inconsistencies in your technique, is also very valuable, and is a big boost to building your
consistency.
You should also regularly measure your consistency using a scored standardized drill or shooting
test. The FBI qualification test or Jeff Cooper’s El Presidente drill are two examples of exercises that will
help measure your consistency. Again, when using an assessment to test your accuracy, avoid the temptation
to measure yourself using your best score. Instead, look at your average score, or perhaps your last five
scores. If using a pass/fail standard, how often do you achieve the standard? If you’re consistently making
the standard, that’s good. If you’re making the standard 95% of the time or better, that’s good, but it’s also
probably time to find a more challenging standard. If you’re scoring less than 80%, you still have some work
to do in building your consistency. And consistency will only come through diligent, deliberate practice.
Honestly, consistency is probably harder to develop than either speed or accuracy. It means
committing some time to developing and maintaining your skills. It requires mental focus and the ability to
be honest with yourself when your consistency starts to slide. It requires that you find your limits and then
push them. It means setting aside your ego, admitting where you need to improve, and finding ways to bolster
your weaknesses. But it is worth the investment. Developing consistency means developing confidence. It
sets you free from fear, because you no longer wonder whether you can. perform when it matters most. You’ll
know.

Help support TCHA by joining NRA
or renewing your membership at
https://membership.nrahq.org/forms/signup.
asp?campaignid=XC031911
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Keeping Guns Safe with Technology
While it’s important to teach your kids about gun safety, you can also use technology to help
keep your guns secure. New, smart gun technology is becoming available and includes a
fingerprint scanner to unlock and be able to fire the gun. Also available soon is grip recognition
technology that determines an authorized gun user by the muscle tension in the gun holder’s
hand.
Another interesting concept for gun safety is the RFID token, which if not within a certain
proximity to the gun, will not allow it to fire. The token can be incorporated into a ring or
bracelet, so unless the firearm is in the owner’s hands, it won’t fire.
Teaching Kids about Gun Safety
Gun safety goes beyond securing your weapons. Kids need to understand what to do if they
ever come across a gun, because if you don’t teach them, they’re going to try to figure things
out on their own – and that can quickly turn deadly.
Teach children to always assume the following:
• All guns are loaded.
• Pointing a gun at something means you want to destroy it.
• Never touch the trigger until you’re ready to shoot.
• Be 100 percent sure of your target and what’s beyond it.
If your child has play guns of any sort, from Nerf to airsoft to paintball, uphold gun safety rules
with these “toy” guns as well. This teaches them to always treat guns with respect, even when
they’re not quite “real.”
Gun Safety Programs
There are multiple gun safety programs out there to help your children understand the
importance of gun safety. The NRA’s Eddie Eagle Gunsafe Program teaches children in Pre-K
through third grade about gun safety by giving kids four easy steps to remember. The first,
when you see a gun, you need to stop what you’re doing. Second, don’t touch the firearm.
Third, leave the area. And fourth, go tell an adult about the gun.
The ASK campaign, which stands for Asking Saves Kids, revolves around the idea of asking one
question to all of your children’s friends before letting your child visit: Is there an unlocked gun
in your house? This question allows you to be aware of who has firearms and to make sure your
child is educated and prepared to visit. By asking this one question, you’re also encouraging
parents to lock up their firearms securely – because, really, what parent of a five-year-old wants
to admit they have an unlocked weapon lying around?
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And if you have teenagers, be extra diligent. Research shows that parents of teens are less likely
to secure firearms. And the vast majority of the above-mentioned shootings happen when
teenagers get their hands on a gun.
Teaching Kids to Handle Guns
Children who are taught to handle guns the appropriate way and to understand when and
where it’s okay to use firearms are less likely to play with guns or use them in unsafe places.
These children understand the importance of gun safety and know the damage guns can create,
therefore they’re less likely to handle them unauthorized.
Once your child reaches the appropriate maturity and size, typically around age eight, you can
start teaching the basics of gun handling. Here’s how:
Take a Class
1. The Jaycees
Daisy and over 2,000 US Jaycee
chapters offer supervised gun
handling classes to boys and girls
ages 10 to 14. These classes teach
children proper gun handling, as well
as marksmanship. Over 250,000 kids
partake in the program, which has
both state and regional competitions.
2. 4H Shooting Clubs
Four-H programs throughout the
country offer shooting sports
programs, which work with children
to teach them about gun safety,
proper handling, and marksmanship.
3. NRA Youth Shooting Programs
The NRA offers a variety of youth programs, including challenges, events, and
educational courses. Contact your local chapter to learn more about what’s available in
your area.
Practice at Home
Before, during, and after taking a class, children need to practice handling firearms for mastery
to occur. Therefore, it’s absolutely necessary for them to practice at home on a regular basis.
Here are some ways to work on gun handling and safety at home.
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•
•

•

•

Shoot fruit: By shooting cantaloupe, honeydew, and watermelon, kids are able to
visualize the reality of the force behind a firearm.
Start with a small caliber: While your child might want to handle the “big” guns, start
with a small caliber gun. A beginning shooter should always focus on building shooting
skills with a gun that doesn’t have handgrip or recoil issues. This allows the shooter to
build skill without having to fight against the gun.
Have them watch: After shooting, make sure to show your child how to take the gun
apart, clean it, and put it back together. This teaches the importance of proper gun
maintenance.
Always follow the rules: When you’re an adult who’s been shooting for years, it’s easy to
forget the safety precautions you should be using. If you’re shooting with a child
around, don’t take shortcuts. Be safe and teach them the right way to handle firearms.

Source:-https://ammo.com/articles/parents-guide-to-self-defense-concealed-carry

The association is saddened
to learn of the passing of
longtime members:
David Lee Smith, Jr. (March 2019)
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TCHA Store
TM

For fastest service, order directly from our e-store at shop.txcha.org. For those without internet
access, please fill out and mail this page to the Texas Concealed Handgun Association, P.O. Box
161713, Austin, TX 78716-1713 or call 866-516-5117. Other merchandise, such as hats, shirts, and
jackets, are available through our online apparel store at txcha.qbstores.com.

CLASSROOM AIDS
Sign set (TABC 51% Eng. & Span., 30.06/30.07 Eng. & Span., TABC Felony Notice) $20
TCHA Standardized LTC Student Workbook (8 ½ x 11, spiral bound)
Quantity Pricing: 50+ copies, $6 each♦10-49, $8 each♦1-9, $12 each
TCHA Standardized LTC PowerPoint (Current Edition) CD/DVD version

Qty

Price $

Qty

Price $

Qty

Price $

Traveler’s Guide to the Firearms Laws of the Fifty States (Current Edition)
by J. Scott Kappas $15
Qty

Price $

The definitive lesson plan for license to carry, companion to the workbook listed above.

TCHA Logo Merchandise
Window Decal (3” Round, exterior) $3
Patch (3” Round, embroidered) $5
Instructor Patch (3.4” tall X 3” wide, round plus rocker, embroidered) $5
Life Member Patch (4” tall X 3” wide, round plus rockers, embroidered) $5
TCHA Challenge Coin (solid brass, shiny gold finish, enamel paint & wave edging, 1.5"
diameter, 3.5MM thick) Bears the TCHA logo on the front, founding direction on the back $15
TCHA Lapel Pin (3/4”, Full silk screen pin w/clear epoxy dome & military clutch backing) $6
Shipping:
Less than $10.00 = .49¢
$10.00 - $19.00 = $7.00
$20.00 - $49.99 = $10.00
$50.00 - $74.99 = $13.00
$75.00 - $99.99 = $17.00
$100.00 - $299.00 = $21.00

Qty
Qty
Qty
Qty

Price $
Price $
Price $
Price $

Qty
Qty

Price $
Price $

Shipping $___________

$300.00 - $399.00 = $30.00
$400.00 - $499.00 = $35.00
$500.00 - $599.00 = $45.00
$600.00 - $699.00 = $55.00
$700.00 - $799.00 = $65.00
$800.00 & over = $75.00

Subtotal $___________
*Sales TAX @ 8.25% $__________
Total $___________
*Sales tax includes a tax on shipping per the Texas Comptroller

Name:
Mailing Address:
City:
Home Phone:

County:

St.

Zip:

Bus. Phone:

E-Mail Address:
Card Number:

Exp. Date:
www.txcha.org
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TEXAS CONCEALED HANDGUN ASSOCIATION
PO Box 161713, Austin, TX 78716-1713  (866) 516-5117

Membership Application or Renewal

TM

(For information on membership benefits, please go to http://txcha.org/membership/)

www.txcha.org

Name
Street Address
City

County

State

Zip Code

Mailing Address (if different)
Home Phone

Business Phone

Cell Phone

E-Mail

Membership Category: [Mark (X) By All That Apply]
 Texas License to Carry (LTC) Instructor #
 Texas License to Carry (LTC) Permit Holder #
 Out-of-State Concealed Handgun License Instructor or Permit Holder #
 Active or Retired Law Enforcement Officer

 Concerned Citizen

I want to join as:  Annual Membership (New Member or Renewal) $30

 Life Membership $600

 Current Member #

 3-yr Membership (New Member or Renewal) $80

 Senior Life Membership (65+ yrs) $300

 Military Annual Membership (New Member or Renewal) $25

 3-yr Military Membership (New Member or Renewal) $75

 Military Life Membership $500
Payment Options:

 Cash

 Check or Money Order

Card Number

 Credit Card (complete the following)

Expiration Date (mm/yy)

CVV Code

Referred to the association by:
As a member of the Texas Concealed Handgun Association, I will
1) Promote informed responsible handgun safety, ownership and education,
2) Uphold the Federal and Texas Constitutional rights and privileges of every law-abiding person to own, possess and use firearms,
and
3) Support the Texas Concealed Handgun Association's legislative and regulatory advocacy mission.

Signature
TCHA Use Only

Date
**Membership dues payable to the Texas Concealed Handgun Association (TCHA) are not tax deductible for federal income tax purposes**
(Revised 5/1/18)

Date Pymt Processed:

New  Renewal 

Current Expiration (MM/YY):

Date Submitted to Acct:

#

New Expiration (MM/YY):

www.txcha.org
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TM

Texas Concealed Handgun Association
P.O. Box 161713
Austin, TX 78716
www.txcha.org

Your Membership Expires:
Check out our new Facebook page and friend us for all updates.

Help the Association Save Money...Check your membership expiration date and
RENEW your membership NOW!
To keep updated on Texas reciprocity, check DPS website at:
http://www.dps.texas.gov/RSD/LTC/Legal/Reciprocity/index.htm
or Texas Concealed Handgun Association’s website at:
http://txcha.org/texas-ltc-information/texas-ltc-reciprocity/

Call 855-478-6607
www.texaslawshield.com

